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MioPocket is a freely installable shareware update that provides a myriad of features and settings to empower a user with a high level of flexibility,
features, and functions. Compatible with virtually any WinCE based personal navigation system or GPS, MioPocket includes not only the MioMap route
manager and four GPS plotting and mapping applications, but also offers audio and video media players, book readers, multiple language dictionaries,
a variety of games, image viewers, a graphics editor, MSOffice document previewer, text editors, appointments and tasks management utilities, as well
as a method of maintaining contacts, converting units or performing calculations, and setting a wakeup alarm. Fulxylab, Inc. released their free satellite
mapping software Folia in 2001. After the release, the software was licensed and sold to many car makers for use with their in-car navigation devices.
MioPocket is a map and navigation software for Windows CE based Personal Navigation Systems, GPS devices, and any other embedded computer
systems. Mio Pocket is a freely installable shareware update that provides a myriad of features and settings to empower a user with a high level of
flexibility, features, and functions. Compatible with virtually any WinCE based personal navigation system or GPS, MioPocket includes not only the
MioMap route manager and four GPS plotting and mapping applications, but also offers audio and video media players, book readers, multiple
language dictionaries, a variety of games, image viewers, a graphics editor, MSOffice document previewer, text editors, appointments and tasks
management utilities, as well as a method of maintaining contacts, converting units or performing calculations, and setting a wakeup alarm.
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